In most introdcuctory courses in matlhematical statistics, students see examples and work problems in which the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of a parameter turns out to be either the sample meani, the sample variance, or the largest, or the smallest sample item. The purpose of this note is to provide ani example in wlhich the AILE is the sample median and a simple proof of this fact.
In most introdcuctory courses in matlhematical statistics, students see examples and work problems in which the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of a parameter turns out to be either the sample meani, the sample variance, or the largest, or the smallest sample item. The purpose of this note is to provide ani example in wlhich the AILE is the sample median and a simple proof of this fact.
Suppose a random sample of size it is taken from a populatioin with the Laplace distribution f(x; 0) = (2) exp (- In particular, m11 may be the sample median. By application of (1) and the triangle inequality we see that Nowv, after putting Y(,z+1)/2 III ancd using (4), the proof is complete. 
In most introductory courses in nlathematical statistics, students see examples and \vork problems ill ,,,hich the lnaximum likelihood estimate (IVILE) of a parameter turns out to be either the s[1,mple mean, the sample variance, or the largest, or the smallest sample item. The purpose of this note is to provide an exampIe in \\Thich the IVILE is the sanlple nledian and a simple proof of this fact.
Suppose a randonl sample of size n is taken fronl a population \vith the Laplace distribution f( J~; f)) = (!) exp (-I x -f) I ). The mean, mode, and nledian of this distribution is f). 1"'1he sample median is the lVILE of f) ([lJ, page 247). Proof: The likelihood function is No\,', I.J is maxinlum \vhen
The desired results follo\ys.
Case II: Let n be odd. Then y(n+l)/2 is the sanlple median. As in (2) above, \\Te have
is minimunl, It \vill be sho\vn that the inequality,
\\There 117 is the sample median, holds for every value of f). Consider t\VO cases. 
By summing in (5), \ye see that
In particular, 171 may be the salnple median. By application of (1) and the triangle inequality \ve see that
I-Ience, using (6) and (8) in ( N O\Y, after putting Y(n+1)/2 = 177 and using (4), the proof is complete.
